PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
Colloquia – Spring 2017
Thursdays at 3:30 PM, Room 1252 HAMP (unless noted)

Jan. 12  Thijs Heus, Cleveland State University  Host: Tung
Feb. 2   Mark Harrison, UCLA  Host: Caffee
Feb. 9   Jim Kasting, Penn State University  Host: Melosh
Feb. 14  Matt Bowers, PhD candidate  Advisor: Tung  
          Tuesday, 4:00PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Feb. 16  Praveen Kumar, University of Illinois  Host: Filley
Feb. 21  Christy Gibson, PhD candidate  Advisor: Filley  
          Tuesday, 4:00PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Feb. 23  Kate Freeman, Penn State University  Host: Melosh
Mar. 2   Lou Wicker, NSSL  Host: Dawson
Mar. 7   Chang Liao, PhD candidate  Advisor: Zhuang  
          Tuesday, 4:00PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Mar. 9   Tonglin Zhang, Department of Statistics, Purdue University  Host: Zhuang
Mar. 21  Kevin Grady, PhD candidate  Advisor: Gluhovsky  
          Tuesday, 4:00PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Mar. 23  David Genereux, North Carolina State University  Host: Frisbee
Mar. 30  Richard Rotunno, National Center for Atmospheric Research  Host: Agee
Apr. 5   Chen Chen, PhD candidate  Advisor: Andronicos/Gilbert  
          Wednesday, 3:30PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Apr. 6   Ken Edgett, Malin Space Science Systems  Host: Horgan
Apr. 12  Christopher Roemmele, PhD candidate  Advisor: Shepardson  
          Wednesday, 3:30PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Apr. 13  Marc Caffee, Department of Physics, Purdue University  Host: Agee
Apr. 19  Scott Anderson, Jahns Lecturer  Host: West  
          Wednesday, 3:30PM, Room B155 LWSN
Apr. 20  Naomi Levin, University of Michigan  Host: Welp
Apr. 21  Dan Cziczo, MIT  Host: Agee  
          Friday, 1:30PM, HAMP 1252
Apr. 25  Sampa Das, PhD candidate  Advisor: Harshvardhan  
          Tuesday, 4:00PM, Room 2201/HAMP
Apr. 27  Mike Willis, University of Colorado Boulder  Host: Elliott